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The Roman Catholic Church was then, as it still is, the
greatest of the Christian communities. The Pope had a dual
position, being Holy Father of the Church and sovereign of
the Temporal State. His sovereignty extended over the greater
part of Central Italy (except Tuscany). From the Gulf of
Venice on the north to the frontier of Naples on the south,
the Pope's dominion extended over a length of 240 miles. Like
most of the other states of Europe, the Papal State (or States
of the Church, for there were several provinces) was ruled by
an absolute monarchy. The custom was by this time My
established that every successive Pope should be an Italian.
This custom can only have grown up through the fact of there
being always a majority of Italians in the College of Cardinals.
The cardinals elected an Italian prelate as Pope; and the
Italian Pope nominated a majority of Italians to the cardinalate;
and this process has continued. As, however, there was no
Italian nation in the political sense of the word, the Pope,
sovereign of a petty state in the peninsula, was in practice
international; that is to say, no great state could have any claim
on him. The Temporal Power in the eighteenth century was
a guarantee of internationalism on the part of the Papacy. The
Papacy had no firm control over the Roman Catholic com-
munities in the states of Europe. The monarchs of France,
Spain, and Austria would not suffer the intervention of Rome
bside their states. The French Church was * Gallican/ Some-
thing like ' Gallicanism * prevailed in the other countries too;
in Germany in the late eighteenth century it was called * Feb-
ronianism/ la feet, it might be said that in the first half of
the eighteenth centoy the dignity of the Roman Catholic
Church was diminished and almost destroyed through slights
inflicted by Catholic sovereigns; and in the latter half of the
century its very existence was threatened by those sovereigns.
They insisted on the Pope dissolving the Jesuit Order; * Feb-
ronianism' looked like producing an independent German
Church; Joseph JFs reforms struck at the Roman Church's
power in Austria; the French Revolutionary
rejected Papal jurisdiction altogether,

